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DR THOMAS BEDDOES AND JAMES WATT:
PREPARATORY WORK 1794-96 FOR THE BRISTOL
PNEUMATIC INSTITUTE
by
DOROTHY A. STANSFIELD* AND RONALD G. STANSFIELDt
PART I. BEDDOES' THEORIES, HIS WORK, THE INTERVENTION OF
JAMES WATT
In 1793, DrThomasBeddoesmovedfromOxford,wherehehadwonaconsiderable
reputation as Chemical Reader, andestablished himselfas aphysician in Bristol. This
was not an easy period for him, since he had a reputation for being an active
sympathizer with the French Revolution and was known to the Home Office as the
author of anti-government pamphlets sufficiently subversive to merit investigation.
Notsurprisingly, theUniversityauthorities, ontheadvice ofthe HomeOffice, hadfelt
obliged to abandon a proposal that Beddoes should remain in Oxford while a
University Chair of Chemistry was established.' Beddoes had been prepared to
postponeplansofhisown,butinthechangedcircumstanceshereturnedtothepurpose
whichhad originally ledhim todecide to leave Oxford. This was to test inpractice the
possibility that gases might be found useful in the treatment of, in particular,
pulmonarytuberculosis, andhearrived in Bristolwith aclearplan inmind. Hesettled
neartotheHotwells,wheremanysufferersfromtuberculosisweregatheredinthehope
ofacure, andbuiltup apractice thatwould supporthim, forhehadundertaken not to
derive any income from his work for the pneumatic project.
In the same year (1793), he published threepapers,2'3 which explained the scientific
thinking behind pneumatic medicine, showed what had already been attempted, and
endeavoured to allay fears that his experiments were dangerous and irresponsible.
Concurrently, he planned to use gases in treatment and to make trials of suitable
breathingapparatus. TheessaysmadepublicBeddoes' plans, butaccountsofhiswork
as a doctor appear mostly in private letters.
*Part I, by Dorothy A. Stansfield, BA; tPart II, by Ronald G. Stansfield, MA, BSc; 62 Warwick Road,
Bishop's Stortford, Herts CM23 5NW.
1 T. H. Levere, 'Dr. Thomas BeddoesatOxford, radicalpolitics 1788-93 and thefateofthe RegiusChair
in Chemistry'. Ambix, 1981, 28: 61-69. D. A. Stansfield, Thomas Beddoes M.D. 1760-1808, Dordrecht,
Reidel, 1984. But seealso, A. V. Simcock, The Ashmolean Museum andOxfordscience, 1683-1983, Oxford,
Museum of the History of Science, 1984, p.35, note 91.
2 Observations on the nature and cure ofcalculus, sea scurvy, catarrh andfever, London, Murray, 1793
(hereinafter referred to as Observations).
3 A letterto Dr. Darwinon anewmodeoftreatingpulmonaryconswnption, Bristol, Bulgin & Rosser, 1793;
Lettersfrom Dr. Withering, Dr. Ewart, Dr. Thornton and Dr. Biggs together with some otherpapers by ...
Thomas Beddoes, London, Murray & J. Johnson, 1793.
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The death of perhaps Beddoes' best-known, certainly his most pathetic, patient,
fifteen-year-old Jessie (Janet) Watt, is the subject ofcorrespondence among his more
seniorfriends,JamesWatt,JosephBlack,4andErasmusDarwin.sInadditionthereare
anumberofunpublishedlettersbyBeddoeshimselftoJamesWatt,writtenintheyears
1794-96 and preserved in the Watt Collection at Doldowlod,6 the house near
Newbridge-on-Wye to which Watt retired when he left Birmingham. These hurried
and enthusiastic letters with their details of the preparations for the final stage of
Beddoes' experiment-the Pneumatic Institute itself-form the subject ofthis paper.
They amplify what is already known from the published letters and give us a lively
picture of Beddoes at work in these three all-important years. An account of the
scientific and technical help that Watt gave Beddoes at this time is to be found in
Cartwright's authoritative paper.7 This draws on Watt's contributions to
Considerations(1795).8Theaccountofthisperiodinmy recentbiographyofBeddoes9
made use ofthese letters as well as the published work ofthe 1790s. The manuscript
letters merit, nevertheless, a more detailed description and fuller quotation than was
possible in the broader survey. They describe Beddoes' day-to-day work, bringing
before us vividly his efforts on behalf of his patients, his concern to perfect the
breathing apparatus needed for treatment with gases, and the extent to which he was
able tocontribute from his ownexperience. Even ifwe turn to Beddoes' description of
the breathing ofgases inthe report ofhiswork which he made for themanagers ofthe
Pneumatic Institute, our hopes for lively description ofthe patients are disappointed.
The 1799NoticeofsomeobservationsatthePnewnaticInstitute'0containsonlysketchy
accounts, entirely lacking the liveliness oftheletters; the more vivid descriptions there
are thoseconcerned with the breathing ofnitrous oxide byhealthy subjects, including
Beddoes himself.
Beddoes' letters bringto life thedetailed and sometimestiresomework ofpreparing
forpublicationthelasttwoissuesofConsiderations. SinceBeddoesalwaysavoidedrisk
inusinggases asmedicine, the lettersgiveinformationconcerning theothermedicines
and treatments used, putting the inhalation medicine in context. The aim of
establishing a hospital is fully accepted in this correspondence but the activities for
which in the end it became famous, or perhaps notorious, are not anticipated. The
extent to which the scientific work would develop, the choice ofHumphry Davy as
superintendent and its consequences are not even foreshadowed, and naturally the
hilarity produced by breathing "laughing gas" was not imagined; nitrous oxide was
not among the gasesmentioned as being used intreatingpatients. The silence ofthese
4 E. Robinson and D. McKie (editors), Partners in science. Letters ofJames Watt andJoseph Black,
London, Constable, 1970.
5 D. King-Hele (editor), The letters ofErasmus Darwin, Cambridge University Press, 1981.
6Quoted by kind permission of Lord Gibson-Watt.
7 F. F. Cartwright, 'The association ofThomas Beddoes, M.D. with JamesWatt, F.R.S.', Notes Rec. R.
Soc. Lond., 1967, 22: 131-143.
8 Thomas BeddoesandJamesWatt, Considerations on themedicinal useandon theproductionoffactitious
airs; Part I, by Thomas Beddoes, M.D., Part II,byJamesWatt, engineer; 2nded., Bristol, Bulgin & Rosser
for J. Johnson (London), 1795 (hereinafter referred to as Considerations).
9Stansfield, op. cit., note 1 above, ch.9.
10 Bristol, Briggs & Cottle; London, Longman & Rees.
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early letters on these matters brings home what a tragi-comedy developments at the
Pneumatic Institute became in contrast to the original hopes and activity.
At the projected Pneumatic Establishment, scientific investigations and medical
treatmentwould becarried out side byside. Variousconditions, apparently incurable,
were to be treated, but though it had been expected that foremost among them would
bepulmonary tuberculosis, in theevent, most ofthepatients suffered from some form
ofparalysis. WiththeopeningofthePneumatic Institute in 1799, Beddoesreachedthe
point where he hoped to demonstrate without doubt, since conditions would be
suitably controlled, the medical power of gases and the feasibility of administering
medicinebyinhalation. By 1798, itwasclearthatinterestinthisformoftreatmentwas
widespread. Between 1792 and 1798, Beddoes collected and published many "case
histories" senthimbywell-wishingphysicians frommanyparts ofthecountry."l They
had all made some trial of gases, but independently of one another and
unsystematically. Beddoes was concerned to bring supporting evidence from as many
physicians as possible; he was unfortunately so eager that he chose the cases very
uncritically. From his own experience he took for full description only the case ofa
young boy who, though finding relief from airs, died, as Beddoes felt, because the
attendantcould notmanagethebreathingapparatus. Themostdramaticaccountisof
his owninhalation ofoxygen overalongperiod.'2 Laterinthe 1795 and 1796editions
ofConsiderationsthere arebriefaccounts'3 ofthree ofBeddoes' patients. Beddoeshad
mostly made trials of oxygen or of hydrogen. That the gas principally used at the
PneumaticInstitutefromitsearliestdayswasneitherofthesebutnitrousoxidewasdue
tothespecialinterestoftheunknown youngman Beddoeschoseasthesuperintendent
of his laboratory, nineteen-year-old Humphry Davy.
Davy had already decided upon medicine as his career and in 1795 had become
apprenticed to the Penzance surgeon, Bingham Borlase. He also embarked on an
ambitiousprogrammeofstudydesigned toequiphimtofollowhisapprenticeshipwith
a period at Edinburgh University. In 1797, he began to work at chemistry, and tested
the theories ofheat and light which Lavoisier put forward in his Traite e'Mmentaire.
Davy was able to use the laboratory of a family friend, Mr Tonkin, but had to
construct his own apparatus. In March 1798, his curiosity was aroused by dramatic
statementsmadeinSamuel LathamMitchell'sRemarkson thegaseousoxydofnitrogen
andits effects (1795)14 that nitrous oxide had disastrous effects whether inhaled or in
contact with the skin, that it was indeed the very "principle of contagion". Davy
accepted the challenge, made a number ofexperiments, and dared to breathe the gas
himself. Mitchell's book provides the link between Beddoes and Davy. Davy had
probably read Mitchell's account in Part V of Considerations, where Beddoes
published it as an appendix, and he would have had another reason to discover this
work by Beddoes and Watt. During the winter 1797/8, Gregory, Watt's younger son,
was living in Davy's mother's house, and a friendship most fortunate for Davy was
begun. Gregory Watt encouraged Davy to write about his experiments to Beddoes in
II See notes 2 and 3 above.
12 Letter to Darwin, op. cit., note 3 above, p. 31ff and p.5Off.
3 Considerations, 1795, Part I, p. 158; 1796, Part III, pp. 48, 77.
14 Published in New York at a time when epidemic fevers were causing much concern.
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Bristol. Davies Giddy of Tredrea,'5 to whom all the plans for the pneumatic
experiment had been described from its very inception, noticed andencouraged Davy
ataboutthesameperiod. Besides beinganinfluential figureinCornwall, DaviesGiddy
was Beddoes' most intimate friend. He had attended Beddoes' lectures in Oxford and
wouldwellunderstandwhatsort ofmanhe neededasthe "operator" inhislaboratory.
Davy's own letters and experiments and a recommendation from Giddy convinced
Beddoes thatDavywas theman he needed-no theoretician butaskilfulexperimenter
who would involve himselfin the work ofthe laboratory. Once settled in Clifton with
equipment beyond anything he had had before, Davy turned again to his work on
nitrous oxide. The result was fortunate for Davy but embarrassing for Beddoes.
During the years when the Institute was active, 1798-1801, the uncontrolled and
bizarre behaviour of those experimental subjects who breathed this "laughing gas"
attracted greater attention than all its other researches.
There was room in the Dowry Square house for some eight patients; others were to
receive theirtreatment asoutpatients. Once Davy had shownconclusively thatnitrous
oxidecould be breathed safely, trialsweremadewitha number ofsubjects, in addition
to the other medical and scientific work at the Institute. The effects of breathing
"laughing gas" are now so well known that it requires some effort to imagine how
astonishing they were in 1799. The excitement ofthis novel experience led to a cult of
breathing the "heavenly air" expressly for the enjoyment ofmoments of"heightened
sensibility", and Beddoes' hospital was rendered ridiculous. Yet in after years, the
InstitutehasalwaysbeenrememberedasthenurseryofHumphryDavy'sexperimental
talentsandtheplacewhere hecarried out the systematic study ofthevarious oxides of
nitrogen, his first substantial achievement as a chemist. Beddoes' laboratory and his
encouragement made possible these experiments, which Davy finally described with
remarkable clarity and authority in his Researches, chemicalandphilosophical, chiefly
concerning nitrous oxide, or dephlogisticated nitrous air, and its respiration (London,
Murray, 1800).
Beddoes' Pneumatic Institute was theclimax ofthesearchforapneumatic medicine
which accompanied developments in the chemistry ofgases in theclosing years ofthe
eighteenth century. From mid-century, the major gases, carbon dioxide, hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen, had been isolated; air had been recognized as a mixture and its
component gases had been identified; in 1785, Lavoisier had worked out the
proportions in which they were present in the atmosphere. This, with the changed
understanding of combustion which showed that in burning, substances combined
with oxygen, had suggested the possibility that gases might be ofuse in medicine and
thattheymightbeadministered tothepatientbyinhalation. This"new"medicinealso
took account ofdevelopments in the understanding ofrespiration. Beddoes was well
placed to follow these developments. He had entered Pembroke College, Oxford, in
1776, when hewas sixteen, and from 1781 went on to medical studies, firstin London,
and then from 1784 to December 1786 in Edinburgh, whereJoseph Black'schemistry
course impressed him. He valued Black's originality and discoveries-Black had
co-operated with James Watt in work on latent heat, had discovered carbon dioxide,
15 On hismarriage in 1808, Giddy took his wife's name, becoming known as Davies Gilbert. President of
the Royal Society, 1827-30.
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and applied thediscovery to the cure ofthe stone-and he admired the skill ofBlack's
demonstrations. For John Brown's lectures on his new theory ofexcitability, which
wereattractinglargeaudiences, Beddoesexpressedacertainscorn. Hedespisedaswell
the quarrels over theory between Brown's followers and those ofWilliam Cullen; to
Beddoes, these disputes were a distraction from the healing tasks ofmedicine. From
Edinburgh, BeddoesreturnedtoOxford, wherehisfirstinterestwasinthechemistryof
respiration and hecorresponded with William Goodwyn, author of The connection of
life with respiration (1788). In 1787, William Austin's removal to London opened the
way for Beddoes to become Chemical Reader. He kept in close touch with Black,
following his style ofteaching and consulting him about drawing up a syllabus which
would dojustice to the new knowledge about theproperties ofgases and the nature of
combustion. Hemust from the beginning have had inmindthehope for a "pneumatic
medicine" since he is known to have included it in his lectures and, before he left
Oxford, had prepared the first paper on the subject.'6 In this work, Beddoes was
ambivalent about Brown'sdoctrine ofexcitability,makinguseofit at somepointsbut
rejecting it during the course ofhis account of Dr Christoph Girtanner's publication
On the lawsofirritability.'7 Brown'sdoctrine, thatexternal stimulialonedeterminedthe
stateofdisease orhealth, wasusefulforBeddoeswhenhewished tojustifythegivingof
"airs". Oxygen as a stimulant and air with a decreased proportion of oxygen as a
depressant, would be found to alter a patient's condition in the same manner as the
moretraditional pair, alcoholand opium. Beddoes' treatmentwould atleastappear to
relateto Brown's twotypesofillness, theasthenicneedingastimulantandthesthenic a
depressant. He could argue that the bright complexion of consumptive patients
indicatedanexcessofoxygenintheblood,whichcouldbecorrectedbythegivingofan
appropriate gas. Beddoes' reputation was to suffer from his countenancing Brown's
theory, soon to be discredited.
Beddoes combined with his extensive knowledge of this theoretical background a
good understanding of the technical problems involved in pneumatic medicine.
Apparatus would be needed for the production and storage ofgas and for inhalation
bypatientsandbysubjects inexperimental trials. This needed to besimple, as itmight
be used by unskilled attendants. It also needed to be acceptable to the patients.
Beddoes had considerable skill as an experimenter in the laboratory. His Oxford
lectures were illustrated by experiments for which he sought the most up-to-date
apparatusandhehadhadopportunity to see, in theindustries ofthe Midlandsand the
ironfoundriesofhisnativeShropshire, thepracticalapplicationofscientificprinciples.
Early in his medical practice in Bristol, he devised simple apparatus for trials of
inhalation medicine.
Beddoes' letters, except on two occasions, are about events after he had settled in
Bristol. Two letters have thedifferent purpose ofmakingclear to Watt the agreements
he had already entered into. In these, Beddoes referred back to the arrangements he
had made with his friends during the hiatus in his career between leaving Oxford and
16 Op. cit., note 2 above.
17 ChristopherGirtanner(1760-1800)publishedthefirst GermanversionoftheMethodedenomenclature
chinique (1787), and a German textbook modelled on Lavoisier. See Stansfield, op. cit., note I above,
pp. 27, 148.
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setting up practice in Bristol Hotwells. To develop a new career in any worthwhile
manner, he had needed to put forward a clear scheme which would arouse public
interest. His three friends in the Midlands, William Reynolds,'8 Dr Erasmus Darwin,
and Dr YongeofShifnal, Beddoes'home, gave theirnamesandtheirfinancialbacking
to the first plan for a "Pneumatic Establishment", and Beddoes was able to bring this
forward when Watt needed to secure the co-operation of his partner, Matthew
Boulton. Beddoesmadeclearwhathad beenarrangedinaletterdated 17August 1794:
"Mr. Boultonmentionedanobjectiontoanythinglikeanhospital. Certainlyanumber
ofsick inone roomisveryobjectionable;butIhope,ifthisschemetakesplacetherewill
never be above two in one room; and I thinkunlessyouhaveafewpatientsunderyour
eyeyoucannotfullyascertainthepowerofairs,particularlytheeffectofanatmosphere
slightlymodifiedbutinspiredforalongtime." BeddoescouldalsoencourageWattand
Boulton by showing that careful financial provisions had been agreed at the outset. In
July 1795, he told Watt exactly how he had committed himselfto William Reynolds
and Dr Yonge. Each of these friends and Joseph Reynolds, William Reynolds'
half-brother, would contribute £200, Beddoes himself putting in a fourth £200. A
house suitable for a laboratory, and with accommodation for occasional patients,
would be rented. Beddoes was to be in charge ofthe whole establishment and was to
engage assistants. He had alreadyengaged a man and set up a large apparatus, andhe
estimatedthat house rentandcoalwould cost morethan£100each. Beddoesexpressed
his willingness that all this should be published. The letters show a growing optimism,
evencertainty. Writing ofthe newedition ofConsiderations, hehoped itwouldexhibit
"'effective progress in pneumatic medicine and laying the foundation for thepractice".
Hewas confident that "This is more than ever wasdone in the same time in so difficult
and important undertaking and more infinitely than would have been doneifyou had
not interfered."
Beddoes felt the need to explain his business arrangements some five months after
the correspondence began. When he first wrote, he must have felt that he could
approach Watt because the initial difficulties had been overcome. He had many
patients in and around Bristol and he hadcarried outhisplan offollowingup hisearly
Observations with further papers setting out the observations, chemical experiments,
and clinical trials by which he sought tojustify his hopes for pneumatic medicine. His
position in Bristol was strengthenedby thefriendship ofRichard LovellEdgeworth,'9
to whom he had been introduced by James Keir.20 Beddoes had visited Keir's Tipton
works in 1791, and waskeenly interested in theprocesses ofthe soapmanufactory and
in discussion of Keir's Chemical dictionary. Keir had just finished a biography of
Thomas Day(1748-89), the author ofthe children's book SandfordandMerton and a
fellow-member of the Lunar Society. Finding that Beddoes was an enthusiastic
18 William Reynolds (1758-1803), ironmaster; had the management ofthe Darby family's ironworks at
Coalbrookdale. Hisexperiments on the production ofsteel were observed by Beddoes. See his 'An account
ofsome appearances attending the conversion ofcast into malleableiron', Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond., 1791,
81: 173-181; 'Further observations on the process for converting cast into malleable iron', ibid., 1792, 82:
257-269.
19 Richard Lovell Edgeworth, FRS (1744-1817), ofEdgeworthstown, County Longford, Ireland.
20 James Keir(1735-1820), chemist; adviser to M. Boulton and latermanagerofhis Soho works. Keir set
up his own chemical works and soap manufactory at Tipton.
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admirer of Day and of his ideas, Keir realized that he would be welcomed by
Edgeworth, who had been Day's most intimate friend and had, like him, been for a
while seduced by Rousseau's educational methods. Although an eccentric and an
inventor, Edgeworth wassufficiently an aristocrat to beacceptable. He waspolitically
discreetand ableto help Beddoes,hoping "thefatlittledemocrat"wouldlearn tocurb
his political enthusiasms. But the meeting led to more than formal introductions into
Bristol society. Beddoes attended Edgeworth's son, Lovell, who had been brought to
Clifton in hope of cure of his tubercular condition. He met members of the family:
Edgeworth's third wife, the youngerchildren, and, looking afterthem, their stepsister
Maria, Edgeworth'smostfamousdaughter. Anna, Maria'syoungersister, wasnursing
Lovell and by May 1793, Beddoes was deeply in love with her. Edgeworth appears to
have been happy about their marriage and it was Beddoes who suggested that
eighteen-year-old Anna should spend a year at home at Edgeworthstown before
making a final decision. Some time during the next year, a miniature portrait of
Beddoes was painted by S. T. Roche.2' It shows a fashionably dressed young man,
striped waistcoat and shirt frill showingbeneath atidy coat. Theexpressionisfirm, but
at the same time humorous; the only hint of"revolutionary" spirit is the informally
arranged hair. There is a charm and grace in the miniaturewhich suggests that it may
have been made for the occasion ofhis marriage. Beddoes had not yet developed the
stern air ofthe later and better-knownpasteldrawingbyJames Sharples in the Bristol
City Art Gallery. We sense in the miniature the optimism ofthe time when Beddoes'
planswerecomingtowardsfulfilment andwhenhehadtheconfidence toturntoJames
Watt for help. The letters he wrote in the following years, full of practical details,
convey his buoyant, eagermood. Beddoes' first letter to Watt waswritten on 4 March
1794, shortly before he travelled to Edgeworthstown for his wedding with Anna. He
must have been full ofhope that on his return hecouldmakegood progress on thelast
stage of his work and soon see the Pneumatic Establishment in being. The
wholeheartedness of Watt's participation was more than he could have hoped for.
This first letter made it clear that he wasproposing no more than anexperiment. He
wrote ofhisphysiological discoveriesconfirming some ofJohn Hunter's speculations;
ofhishopes offorming a new and true system ofanimal nature, and wascandid about
his difficulties. "I do not believe in my own theories-for instance, I do not believe in
the hyperoxygenation of the system in consumption-My first speculations were
merelyattempts toputfactstogetherand todeducesuchconclusions asmightbeput to
the test of exp[eriment]. I endeavoured to draw these speculations up in a plausible
form, otherwise how would they have gained attention? Otherwise howcould good in
anyreasonabletimehaveresultedfromthem?" ThissuggeststhatBeddoes wassoclear
in his own mind thathis aim was the reasonable one oftesting thephysiological effects
of gases and exploring their medical potential, that he could put forward the
hyperoxygenation principle as a possible explanation because it too would be subject
toexperiment. Theneed for a "plausible form", though itmay have the airofmeaning
to deceive, is more acceptable when we remember that Beddoes hoped to reach a
21 National Portrait Gallery, London. Purchased in 1976, it appears to have been in the family of
Emmeline King (niee Edgeworth), Anna Beddoes' sister.
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generalpublicand togatherinsubscriptions aswellasarouseinterest. Wattmusthave
been content with Beddoes' way of ensuring that his plan "gained attention", for
nowhere does Beddoes refer to the problem ofdescribing the experiments without in
any way appearing to promise a cure. Beddoes' approach to Watt was made when he
realized he needed to improve the breathing apparatus. He knew from his own trial
breathing machines how important this was for successful treatment. The tone ofthe
first letter, on 4 March 1794, is formal. Beddoes referred to the forthcoming
Considerations and proposed to visit Watt at Heathfield, Watt's Birmingham home.
Beddoesmusthavefeltthathisworkwaswelldevelopedforhimtolayhisplansbefore
a man as eminent as Watt.
From March until the beginning of November 1794, Beddoes wrote rather more
thanonceaweekandtheletterscontinued tobefrequentinthefirsthalfof1795. Inthe
twelvemonthsfromJuly 1795toJuly 1796,whenthelastletterintheserieswaswritten,
Beddoes wrote at longer intervals. In October 1797, after a long time, there comes a
letterwhichagainrefers topneumatic medicine butitsmain subjectis Beddoes' public
lecture in Bristol.22 The early letters describe his experiences with patients breathing
"airs"-oxygen, hydrogen, fixedair(carbondioxide), andhydrocarbonate(watergas,
i.e. carbonmonoxideandhydrogen)-andhisproblemswiththebreathingapparatus.
Late in 1794 and again in 1795, there is much consultation over the production of
Considerations. The early discussions must refer to the publication ofOctober 1794,
when Watt was writing a second part. Later, a paper published by Watt in 1795 and
Part V of Considerations are being arranged.
In the last days ofJessie Watt's illness, on the advice ofErasmus Darwin, Beddoes
hadbeencalledinto trythenewtreatment. AmovingletterfromWatttohisoldfriend
JosephBlackdescribeshowairshadbeengiven,butapparentlytherewasnoapparatus
to use at short notice:
My Amiable and lovely daughter expired on Friday morning after long suffering, the fever she
hadwhen I wroteyoulastproved ahecticofthemost violentkind, which perhapswemighthave
seen sooner if we had not been misled by her violent hystericks. On perceiving a change in the
expectorated matter I sent for Dr. Darwin who gave little hopes butprescribed for the fever and
other urgent symptoms. I then had Dr. Beddoes who attended her daily for a week, but also
seemed to think the case desperate. She breathed fixt air from effervescing mixtures placed near
her and sometimes inhaled it mixt with atmosphere, but without other apparent effect than its
beinggrateful to her. The violence and feverthehystericksand hergreatweaknessprevented our
trying the effect of other airs and some attractive medicines. (9 June 1794)23
James Watt's letter ofthanks (30 June 1794) for Erasmus Darwin's condolences on
the death of Jessie makes clear how he came to the decision to help Beddoes:
I have long found thatwhen an evil is irreparable, the bestconsolation is to turn themind to any
othersubjectthatcanoccupyifforthe moment.Thisis notalwayspossible butwemustmakethe
best of our imperfect nature and do what lies in our power. I told you that I had turned my
contemplations to the subject ofmedicinal airs; not from any idea that I understood the subject,
but becausenobodyelsedoes, and thereforethatmyhintsmightbychancebeasgood asanother
22 T. Beddoes, Introductory lecture to a course ofpopular instruction on thehuman body, Bristol, J. Cottle,
1797.
23 Robinson and McKie (editors), op. cit., note 4 above, letter 144.
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man's. Where a regular physician professes the ignorance, a quack may safely be called in, and
Dame Fortune suffered to throw thedice. I havemadean apparatusforextracting, washingand
collectingofpoisonousandmedicinal airs. Imeantosendyouanapparatus,with which youmay
try the whole round ofpoisonous and salutiferous airs; and I hope, in your hands, not without
success.... I have written a short list of my hints for Dr. Beddoes, and am sending him an
apparatus,adescription ofwhichhemeanstoinsertinhisnextpublication. Ishouldobjecttothis,
because it is in a manneruntried; but as it is likely to answer, I cannot withhold anything which
may be of use in prompting others to do better.
The last lines here must refer to two letters from Beddoes, written on 14 and 26 June
and now at Doldowlod, from which we see how Beddoes was touched and gratified,
but anxious lest his treatment ofJessie Watt might be thought to have contributed to
her death. He wrote on 9 June 1794:
I was sincerely grieved on account of the event Mr. Barr24 communicated to me. I felt the
suddennessofMissWatt'sdeathasagreatdisappointment. Ididnotexpecttohearfromyourself
sosoon,ifatallyourlettergivesmemuchsatisfactionandmakesmewishmuchfortheadvantage
ofpersonalcommunicationwithyouwhileyouarethinkinguponthesubjectofairs.... Iwishto
know theconcluding symptoms in order to form ajudgement whether any ofthe peculiarities in
the mode oftreatment may be suspected ofdoing harm and on this point I wish your opinion.
Poor Mrs. Watt. I wish I could suggest something interesting enough to engage her mind.
On the 14th he wrote again: "I am truly concerned to hear that sorrow hangs more
heavily upon your mind than immediately after your loss. My principal reason for
troublingyouforparticulars was, as I believe Imentioned, tobeabletojudgewhether
the inspiration of fixed air could be suspected ofhaving done injury."
It is clear that the offer of help was unexpected and that Beddoes immediately
recognized how Watt's support would strengthen him in the face ofopposition from
"physicians who are almost as inveterate against me as they were against the
discoveries of the circulation of the blood." From this point Watt entered without
reserve into all Beddoes' preparations.
The support and friendship ofso respected apublicfigure asWatt and thepractical
importance ofhis technical skill clearly encouraged Beddoes. There were additional
reasons why Beddoes was so gratified and surprised when Watt first offered his help.
Though the friendship of Richard Lovell Edgeworth and marriage to his daughter
Annahad smoothedthewayfor Beddoesinhisearlydaysin Bristol,prejudiceagainst
him was long-lasting. Dislike of his politics and of his abrupt manner increased
resistancetohistrialsofgases. Beddoes' friendshadmisgivingsonthisaccount; Black,
for example, writing to Watt in October 1794 to promise to subscribe four or five
guineas to "asmall hospital where theusefulness ofGas'smightbeput to afairtrial",
commented, "Inmyopinionhedoesnotdowelltogetintoquarrelsanddisputesifthey
can possibly be avoided."25 For a while after his arrival in Bristol, Beddoes
concentrated on his medical practice, but at theend of 1795 he was unable to restrain
himselffromtakingaconspicuous partinprotests inthecityagainstthegovernment's
determination to curb freedom of assembly and publication. The two measures
24JamesBarr, a Birmingham apothecary/surgeon. He attended Watt's family. Letters from him appearin
Considerations, Part I, p. 66, and Part III, p. 132. The second describes the treatment ofWatt's servant,
Rebecca Stanley.
25 Robinson and McKie (editors) op. cit., note 4 above, letter 150.
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proposed, subsequently known very appropriately as the "Gagging Acts",26 aroused
widespread opposition, and protest meetings were held in many towns. The Bristol
meeting on 20 November 1795 was chaired by a very respectable Quaker doctor,
Edward Long Fox, and Beddoes was justified in feeling that by his criticism of the
government onthis occasion hewastakingpartin anexpression ofmoderateopinion.
Watt had written to Sir Joseph Banks, President of the Royal Society, hoping to
persuade him to support Beddoes. Watt's son, Jamesjunior, wrote in confidence to
Beddoes ofhisfather'seffortswith Banks,27hisownopinion beingthat, thoughBanks
had written that he was not convinced of the soundness of Beddoes' ideas, he had
"traced [Beddoes'] cloven Jacobin foot and does not choose to patronise any new
fangled innovations, which although the event be different, proceed from the same
perturbed spirit. Be it as it is, your case is truly lamentable and I recommend an
additional dose of Oxygene to keep up your spirits upon this disappointment!"
James Watt junior continued the enthusiasm which some time before had led his
father to confide in Black: "My son James's conduct has given me much uneasiness
tho' I havenothingto accuse himofexceptbeingaviolentJacobin, thatisbadenough
inmyeyes, who abhordemocracy, asmuch as I doTyranny, beinginfactanothersort
ofit. Youngmenwillhoweverpresume to thinkforthemselves and ofalltheirfather's
possessions setleast storeupontheirexperience. Imuchdread theconsequences ofthe
opinions on Government which have been propagated oflate with so much industry.
The Rabble ofthis country are amine ofGunpowder thatwill one day blow it up and
violentwillbethatexplosion."28 ItisawitnesstothestrengthofWatt'sdesiretohelpin
the search for a cure for pulmonary tuberculosis that holding such opinions, he
devoted somuch time to thebreathing apparatus. On his side, Beddoes was beginning
to bedisillusioned bytheviolence in France. Outofasenseofresponsibility totheairs
project and its patrons he felt the need to be cautious and to stand on sure political
principles, and on Christmas Day 1795 he wrote to James Watt senior to explain:
I knowwellthatmypoliticshavebeenveryinjurioustotheairs. Mr. Keirtodayfurnishedmewith
astrikingproofifanywerewanting. Yetaseverystrokeaimedatlibertyequallythreatensscience,
morals and humanity, it requires great self-denial to look on patiently and silently when such
greatinterestsareatstake. OnthelastoccasiontheadversariesofMr. Pittstoodonmorepopular
ground than ever before. I therefore think I did no harm to the other cause. I hope too that in
endeavouring to animate the public spirit I have done something to repress vengeance and calm
violence. At least I can say that no Bristol publication29 has been so eagerly and generally read.
Wisely, Beddoes found good reasons for remaining at home and notjoining James
Wattjunior incanvassing support in London, eventhough he waswarmlyinvited: "If
youwere tocomehere[Soho] forthedayandthengowithmeto London, wemightdo
somegood! Ifyoucome you will ofcoursecomewith yourluggage etc. anddirectly to
26The Treasonable Practices Bill, introduced by Lord Greville, and the Seditious Meetings Bill,
introduced by Pitt, 1795.
27 Copy Press Letter Book, Doldowlod.
28 Watt to Black, 17 July 1793, Robinson and McKie (editors), op. cit., note 4 above, letter 139.
29 TheBristolpublicationmusthavebeenhistwopamphlets,written atahighpitchofemotionatthetime
oftheprotestmeeting: IndefenceofaBillofRights, 19and 21 November 1795, and Where wouldbetheharm
ofaspeedypeace?9 December 1795. Although more reasonable in tone than Beddoes' earlierwritings, they
were still so vigorous that the description of their aim as to "calm violence" seems naive.
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my father."30 Nevertheless, Beddoes continued to attack the government, publishing
in the summer of 1796 a severely critical Essay on thepublic merits ofMr. Pitt. Black
was provoked to comment, "I am sorry to see that Beddoes is so absurd and
wrongheaded as to set himself up as a statesman and attack Mr. Pit [sic]. It must
proceed either from a foolish conceit of his own abilities and Judgement or from a
mean design to court a party."3'
Wecan seetheoutcomeofWatt's"interference", as BeddoescalleditinJuly 1795, if
we take together the parts of Considerations published in 1794, 1795, and 1796 and
look backatthedevelopment theyreveal. Part I wasineffecttheessaydescribed in the
letter of March 1794 which Beddoes hoped would arouse Watt's interest. A second
part bearing Watt's name was published with this, giving rise to the double title
Considerationson themedicinaluseandon theproduction ofetc. In PartIII, 1795, where
the names of both Beddoes and Watt appear as authors, there is a relatively brief
contribution byWatt. Thispartisacuriouspublicationcontainingsatirical versesand
a "spoof' letter by Beddoes designed to satirize the prejudice and conservatism that
riled him so in the medical profession. They are amusing but quite out ofplace-one
wonders what could have been Watt's feelings. In October 1796, there appeared in
Clifton, printed by Bulgin & Rosser for Johnson, Medical cases and speculations
including parts IV and V ofConsiderations etc. by Thomas Beddoes MD and James
Watt, Engineer. This is dedicated to the "subscribers to the Plan" and was clearly
intended to be the climax to the series. Watt had already published a Description ofa
pneumatic apparatus with directions for procuring the factitious airs (Birmingham,
Pearson, 1795). This is a technical handbook, with little reference to medical aspects.
Details ofthe preparation ofthe gases and ofthe breathing bags to be used by the
patients were given in Considerations Part II, but the account there also shows, not
surprisingly, a very humane concern for the patient. Watt promised a portable
apparatus, even a "beehive", to place over the head ofa weak patient and suggested
how to remove the unpleasant smell of the oiled silk breathing-bags. Details
concerning these topics appear, as we shall see, in Beddoes' letters. In Part III, Watt
wasparticularlyconcernedwith the safe use ofthe gases. In 1796, wecome to the final
form taken by the apparatus for use in a clinic. Since nothing has survived from the
Institute at Clifton, Considerations in its various parts is our major source of
information about thepneumatic breathing apparatus. PartVends with aprice list of
the apparatus made by Boulton and Watt, packing boxes and carriage to be charged
extra. They could supply the various raw materials needed. This was a business
enterprise for the firm, in spite of its humanitarian purpose.
The accompanying technical notedescribes thelarge apparatus in its final form (see
pp. 295-302). In outline, it consisted of a furnace; container for raw materials;
means ofcoolingandwashing thegas; and acollectingvessel fromwhich thegascould
be conveniently transferred to a storage container. A number ofproblems had been
overcome by providing alternative components suitable for the production of the
different gases. The arrangement ofthe cone "stopper" in the pipe to admit water to
30 Watt junior to Beddoes, 28 December 1794, copy Press Letter Book, Doldowlod.
31 Black to Watt, 28 July 1796, Robinson and McKie (editors), op. cit., note 4 above, letter 160.
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the raw material allowed for acontrolled flow. Theweight ofthe risingcylinder ofthe
gas-holder was taken by a cord, pulleys, and counterweight; when the counterweight
was lifted the cylinder slid down, forcing the gas into a storage holder or direct into a
breathing bag. While Watt's contributions to Considerations make clear what the
apparatus was to be; the details of modifications as they were made and of
consultations over alterations as problems arose are more vividly described in the
personal letters, published and unpublished, already mentioned.
Beddoes' letters add some glimpse ofthe way in which he felt able to be quite open
withWattand toconsult him overthemost mundanedetails. They also makeclearhis
anxietythateverythingshouldbe asWattwished. InJuly 1794, Beddoeshadwrittenof
being "very glad that [Watt] takes so great an interest in this business." A letter on 21
August 1794isthefirsttomentionWatt'scontributionstothe Considerations, Beddoes
assuring Watt that he had time to revise because his account ofinhaling would come
last, and because the slowness ofthe Bristol printer would help him. He was anxious
thattheengravingoftheplatesshouldpleaseWattandexpressedhiswillingnesstopay
wellforshadedoneslikethosein "Cavendish'sPhil. Trans. paper" ifthis stylewas best
suited to illustration of the apparatus. The plates for Watt's pamphlet caused much
trouble, beingdelayedand evengoing astraywhen Beddoes' wifeundertook todeliver
them to Birmingham. (Subsequently, it was discovered that the plates had gone to the
wrong MrPearson.) The accounts oftheseminortrialsin the letters serve tohumanize
the technical aspects of Considerations.
Some informal letters from the younger James Watt32 suggest that he was
responsible foradvertising and forpublicity. He wrote on 8 November 1794 ofhaving
advertisements printed and ofthe making ofthe plates, and in December 1794, told
Beddoes that the firm had a "large quantity of Machines in hand for which we have
received no orders" and, not surprisingly, urged him to recognize that the time had
come to promote his plans more vigorously. After all the pneumatic business, Watt
added a comment on the sensational treason trial33 at the Old Bailey; Hardy hadjust
been acquitted and theargumentative Tooke "enjoys the thoughts ofhis approaching
trialasmuchasagluttondoesthethoughtofahaunchofVenison." Giventhisfriendly
relationship, it was natural that collecting subscriptions and approaching medical
men,particularlyinBirminghamandManchester, shouldhavebeenlefttoJamesWatt
junior. Healsoundertook to bring Beddoes' work to thenotice ofthe House ofLords.
His first approach, 17 November 1794, was made to Lord Dartmouth to whom he
showed "the Machine" and to whom he gave one of the pamphlets and proposals
which he hoped "would produce a subscription". In January 1795, hefound the Duke
ofBedford to be "a very likely man" and advised Beddoes that an approachmight be
more suitable in the spring when parliamentary business would be less.
Ofmore lasting value are the descriptions that Beddoes gives ofhis patients during
thesetwoyearsandoftheapparatusthatwasalreadyinuseandbeingmadebythefirm
ofBoulton and Watt even before the Pneumatic Institute opened. The first reference
occurred on July 1794, when Beddoes had written asking ifWatt knew "one honest
32Copy Press Letter Book, Doldowlod.
33 Thomas Hardy (1752-1832) and the Rev. John Home Tooke (1736-1812), tried under Treasonable
Practices Act of 1795.
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workmancapableoffabricatingcompleteapparatus, reservoirsandallwhomitmight
be charity to introduce to the public as the manufacturer." The response must have
come quickly, for on 7 July, Beddoes was asking permission to announce that
apparatus could be obtained from Boulton and Watt. From July 1794, there are
requests from Beddoes for apparatus or parts of apparatus for his patients or for
himself. He received an apparatus in August and writes ofunpacking it on the 16th.
There had been some delay occasioned by bailiffs in the house: "My immediate
landlord was in debt to his landlord and others so they seized his furniture. It being
inconvenient to reside in an unfurnished house, I was obliged to shift houses."
Beddoes' letterto Watt was written from The Mall, Clifton. He hadclearly been away
fromhomeduring thehassle ofthebailiffs occupation forAnna Beddoeswrote toher
husband from Hope Square describing the incident.4 In hisenthusiasm Beddoes may
have pestered, for by 1 October he had to write apologetically, "I said I would not
trouble you about apparatus again."
The first of the "pneumatic patients" was Mr Knight of Painswick, thirty miles
north-east ofBristol, who on 3 September 1794 had already asked for an apparatus.
Beddoeswrote that hewould take it to him, and appears to have done so the next day,
forhewrote fromPainswickaskingforanapparatusforhimself. Beddoescontinued to
treat Mr Knight throughout September, and on 1 October a letter reported that he
wished to try "unrespirable airs" for a deep-seated ulcer of the pelvis. Meanwhile,
anotherpatient comes into the accounts, a Mr Capperwho wasbeinggiven hydrogen
and whose experience isdescribedin Part I ofConsiderations, 1795. On 15 September,
Beddoes referred to Capper being "here"-presumably in Clifton-and to efforts to
prevent the gas being nauseating. By the 18th, he had some success, for Capper was
breathing "unmixed hydrogen" and finding it "useful". This letter tells of Beddoes
going to Painswick fortwo days, Thursday to Saturday, and whenhenext sawCapper
on 27 September, he gave him "fixed air mixed with 4/5 or 5/6 atmospheric air"-but
he complained that, as Capper would not keep to his diet, it was difficult to see how
wellairsweresucceeding. Capperappearsto havehad fewdoubts, Beddoes' treatment
seemed to him to be succeeding. On 1 October the report was that after taking
hydrocarbonate he "becamecool, slept all night, coughed scarce at all andexpectdnot
morethan%4 thequantity oftheprecedingnight. Heislanguid howeverand I think we
mustjoin some tonic orgently stimulating medicine." This was when Beddoes had to
be apologetic about apparatus, for Capper wanted "that ofwhich he has the pot and
capital compleated-the orifice of the horizontal tube of the capital is 13/8 inch
diameter-he wishes for a conducting pipe, refrigeratory, hydraulic bellows the same
size as mine that is I believe a cubic foot." Capper went to Sidmouth35 where he
intended "to carry all this with him", butneither ofhim nor ofMr Knight do we hear
any more. On 5 March, Beddoes was reporting successful treatment of paralytic
34 Anna Beddoes to Thomas Beddoes, 20 July 1794, Bodleian Library MS Dept. C 134-137, papers of
Thomas Beddoes.
35 Sidmouth was regarded as an excellent place for invalids. In the 1790s, it was still a fishingvillage and
perhapssomewhatlivelierthanitlaterbecame. In 1849, the Tourists'andvisitors'handbook toSidnouthand
itsneighbourhoodwashard toput toit toconcealitsdullness, butquoted an accountofitsbeneficialclimate,
which must have been what commended it to Beddoes' patients.
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patientsandorderinganapparatusandoxygenforapatientatClifton,aMrGladwell.
This patient gave him trouble of another kind. He was "rich but avaricious", and
Beddoes' problemwastocollectpaymentfortheapparatus. Atthistime, Beddoeswas
trying out gases-principally oxygen and hydrogen-in his practice in Bristol, for in
January 1796 he had "two other patients breathing". These activities obviously
became well known and caused alarm: "The day I left Clifton I had enquired out a
typhoid small poxed child. The case being quite desperate I was going to try
oxygene-but by the time I could get the boy an air holder 5 or 6 beldames had
appeared. Theygrewfrantic on seeingtheairholderasifithadbeen acoffin. So Iwas
drove [?] and thought myselfhappy to escape mobbing."
The letter of 18 September 1794, besides discussing Capper's treatment, gives an
accountofDrEwartofBathvisitingBeddoesonaSunday.TheydiscussedEwart'suse
ofcarbondioxidetotreatcancer.Atthisstage,Beddoesbelievedthatforconsumption,
carbon dioxide was most succesful in the early stages before the ulcers had spread.
Writing from near Ludlow inJanuary 1796, Beddoesmentions a MrSheppardwho
had "had a small apparatus-Hde [?hydrogen] has always taken off the asthmatic
strictures and made the respiratory process quite free. When hehas taken freshcold it
weakened and depressed him. I had advised totake HDE &oxmixed when he had no
coughortightnessandindeedtotryonebyitself. ThislastproducedstricturesasIhave
seen it in asthma. I have now advised him to try hydrogen." Beddoes proposed, at
Watt's suggestion, to treat Mrs Sheppard with desulphurated hydrogen, presumably
hydrogen prepared by dissolving zinc or iron in sulphuric acid, freed from acid spray
by passage through alkali. Also described in the Ludlow letter is "R.W.", apatient in
an advanced state of "dropsy of the debauched", whose "oedematous tumours"
Beddoes was thinking of treating first with digitalis, small doses of opium, warm
bathing, andthen, ifthesedidnotsucceed, withoxygen "ifIcanprocureit".Weknow
that another apparatus was in use at Exmouth, for Watt reported that Lady Isabella
Douglas returned one from there.
More detailed accounts are given oftwopatients: Lord Daer36and Mrs Kerr. Lord
Daerwasone ofthecircleofWhigaristocrats whoatfirstwelcomedchangesin France
and hoped these would lead to worldwide reform. With the Duchess of Devonshire
endeavouring towin SirJosephBanks'ssupportandwithDaerashispatient,itisclear
that Beddoes had some friends outside the circle ofindustrialists and scientists. Lord
Daerwentto Bristol fortreatment andon 14October 1794, Beddoeswroteofhisbeing
in"aconfirmedconsumptionandplanningtogotoLisbon". InanotherOctoberletter
giving news ofgood sales ofConsiderations, Beddoes expressed his regret that he was
unable to persuade Lord Daer to have his room filled with fumes of "effervescing
mixture with vinegar". He had tried some airs but in Beddoes' opinion was too
occupied with triflesand perplexed bycontraryopinions. Beddoeswasconvinced that
rooms filled with airs were superior to the breathing apparatus, and he later used this
treatment for Tom Wedgwood. By 1 January 1795, Lord Daer's apparatus had been
found in Bristol. "I verily believe", Beddoes wrote, "Lord Daer's app is arrived at
36 Lord Daer(1763-94): Basil William Douglas, eldest son ofthe Earl ofSelkirk. For his activities in the
radical movement of 1791 onwards, see A. Goodwin, Thefriends ofliberty, London, Hutchinson, 1979,
pp. 197, 209.
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Bristol ... my operator discovered it by accident looking for somethingelse"-a true
Beddoes incident. Beddoes paid for this machine and for Mr Gladwell's on 8 January
whenhewrotedecliningJamesWattjunior'sinvitation togo to London. Heexplained
that he had only time for a briefvisit to Birmingham, for he needed to be in Bristol to
attend his patients. Between his first inquiry and this report, Lord Daer had wavered
between Beddoes' treatment and going to Lisbon and on 24 October 1794 had been
persuaded to breathe fixed airwhich he "bore astonishingly". Whether the apparatus
sent in December 1794broke orneeded improvementisnotclear, but on 20 May 1795
Beddoes was reporting that it was a failure and admitted to a mood ofdepression,
though heputthis down to thepolitical scene. However, by theendoftheletterhewas
beingcheered bynews oftwo "clearcures". InJuly,wehearofanothermachinehaving
beendelayed-occasioninginBeddoes'viewthelossofasale. LordDaerseemstohave
been a difficult patient, refusing to carry on with his treatment. Muddles with the
apparatus and overpaymentcombined with Lord Daer'sreluctance totakeadvicehad
made theepisode a disappointment. James Wattjunior's viewwasthat"ifmenwill not
follow advice they must take the consequences".
Thepatientwhose treatmentis described inthegreatest detail isMrsKerr, andthisis
an interesting history showing clearly how Beddoes did notuse airs to theexclusion of
all other remedies. It seems worth quoting at some length from the letters conceming
Mrs Kerr for the vivid impression they give ofBeddoes' combination oftechnical skill
with sympathy forhispatients. On 5October 1795, Beddoeswas in touchwith Mr Kerr
concerning oxygen, and by 14 November, he was proposing to take Kerr to call on
Watt. The object was to find means of "some form ofmotion" similar to equitation
which, he considered, was ofcertain use to consumptives. Watt devised a machine for
this "mechanical medicine" which Beddoes got made;37 by Christmas, a frame for
swinging had been erected and the treatment found beneficial. Beddoes was very
hopeful that it would do good, being "the most simple contrivance as well as the most
agreeableyetdevised." Aletterwritten inApril 1794by DrDarwin, who hadsuggested
a form of rotating couch for Jessie Watt, makes this swinging clearer: "If swinging
could beperform'd by being placed on a chair, andwhirl'd circularly and horizontally,
so as to induce sea-sickness once or twice a day, even without vomitting by it, it might
like real sea-sickness promoteabsorption-which is the means ofcuringself-spreading
ulcers."38 Beddoes told Watt: "I am trying the inhalation of powders. This is very
practicable they do not excite anything, ifthe dust comes in moderate volume...." In
January, Mrs Kerr seemed well, for on 1 January Beddoes had altered the diameter of
the pulleys and described how "Mrs. Kerr and myselfhad aglowwhen quickly turned.
I wished to make Mrs. Kerr glow about 3 o'clock thinking it might keep off, by
anticipating, the flushings at 5 or 6. Now the same time and velocity did not produce
the same effect in Mrs. Kerr". Beddoes was giving careful attention to this swinging
apparatus since he believed that "when regulated by a little experience this machine
will be of considerable use in medicine." As well as using the "swinging couch",
Beddoes had given her "yellow bark" (Cinchona Calisaya), and on 12 January, he
wrote to Watt a long account of the swinging which, besides the technical details,
37 Robinson and McKie (editors), op. cit., note 4 above, letter 168.
38 King-Hele (editor), op. cit., note 5 above, p. 247.
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reveals the attention Beddoes gave his patient and the considerable nursing care
involved:
When Mrs Kerr & I felt a glow at the head & feet, the revolutions were near or above 100 per
minute. Atthisrateweneverfeltanyvertigo, butwhenthemotionwaschangedtoslower,wedid,
the eyes beingshut. When Mrs. Kerr thought she slept better, themotion I knowwas slow, but I
knownothowslow-thenurse turninginthenight-certainly notabove25inaminute-Shehas
still been freefrom flushing, except oneevening, foramonth past-Youaskwhatalterations we
havemade-they werealterations forlocaladaptation. Butthereisanalterationwhich I thought
wd. beanimprovement, viz, tomakethesidepiecesperpendrforthesakeofmoreswinging-The
pulleys are still as by your drg-I had spoken for a small pulley over the bed & thought when I
wrote itwas made and added, but it has not been & I believe will not beas the slow revolution is
most agreeable to Mrs. Kerr and she has long been witht those chills for which I wish a rapid
motion. Ishdthinkiftheheartwereinthecentreofmotion,itwdbeadvantageous-It mighttooin
somecases, iftheheadwere. IhavenoobjectiontoyourrepeatinginprintanythingIhavewritten
on this subject. Itamounts tothis-superficial glowon rapid motion-noconstantchangeinthe
frequency ofthepulse, (I say constant, foronce ortwice wethought shedid observea reduction)
but pulse rendered more full-vertigo when the motion becomes slow from rapid; viz, 20
revolutionsfrom +100. Nounpleasantinternal feeling, whenrapid, &indeed youarehardly, ifat
all,sensibleyouarerevolving, ifyoureyes areshut.-Amuch reducedphthisical ladythoughtshe
slept better when the couch went slow she certainly did sleep much [word missing] while it was
going, forhermotherlay in the same roomwhere the nurseturned to supervise her-Theevening
heats & flushes did certainly go away for weeks after this plan was entered upon and still keep
away-and no known change in diet or medicine besides-but queri if owing to this.... The
vertigoarisingfrom thechangefromquick to slow Icannot sayisviolent. Butthewholesensation
is to me highly disagreeable-I shd have written sooner, ifI had not been so much from home.
Mrs. Kerrisextremelyweak-&getsweaker, buthasnodistressing feelings. Even hercoughdoes
not hurt-no chills, no sweats, hardly any flushing. It is the slowest decay I have seen.
The slow decline continued for another six months. In July 1796, Mrs Kerr was
again advised to try oxygen, but the failure oftheir efforts was clear and Beddoes was
most concerned for her peace of mind. "Poor Mrs. Kerr is so bent on going that I
believeitisadutyofhumanity toindulgeher. Shewoulddieinsorrowhere-hopemay
prolongherlifeandmakeiteasywhileitlastsbuttogonorthisafearfulundertakingat
this time ofyear." This sad account ofMrs Kerr-the doctor trying the effects ofthe
rotating couch for himself; the mother watching in the night; the trials ofoxygen, and
in the final letter the prescription of a "mineral solution" ofarsenic, illuminates the
collaboration of Beddoes and Watt. Beddoes as a doctor and Watt as a parent
remembering the death ofhis daughter and watching fearfully the health ofhis son,
Gregory, were desperate for success.
Beddoes and Erasmus Darwin were by no means the first to consider swinging as a
less drastic method of inducing nausea than the more common emetics. In 1787, J.
Carmichael Smyth FRS (physician to the king) wrote almost lyrically of this cure:
To conclude: as the sedative power ofmotion, to which we have ascribed the efficacy ofsailing
and swinging, is a principle hitherto unknown, I have been at some pains fully to establish it; and
am convinced in my own mind, that when conducted with skill and integrity, it will not only be
found useful in thecureofpulmonarycomplaints, butmayprobablybeemployedwithadvantage
in a variety of other cases, especially-when what is suggested shall have been improved by the
ingenuity & experience of future ages.39
Smyth had had his patients taken into the garden ofthe Middlesex Hospital and "put
into the swing"; he measured success by the lowering ofthe pulse rate. This apparatus
39J. Carmichael Smyth, An account ofswinging, 1787.
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made the benefits ofswinging available to those who could not afford a sea voyage:
"Themanwho, liketheoak,istieddowntothesoilwhichgavehimbirth,mayaseasily
obtain it, as he who can change his situation at pleasure, and become a citizen ofany
country."
Thestrikingdifference between the Londondoctorand Beddoesisthatoncehaving
prescribed swinging, Smyth left hispatients to thecare ofthehospital apothecary, Mr
Bosse,whowasalsoentrustedwithmakingtheobservations. Nowhereinhispamphlet
of some sixty pages does Smyth give any description of the swing, of the means of
setting it in motion, or of its speed.'
Beddoes' interest in medical apparatus and his mechanical bent come outclearly in
these letters and this was an interest he never lost. Letters toWatt, written muchlater,
discuss the desirability and possibility of a mechanical leech to bleed a patient and
inquire whether there might be some way of constructing a device to measure the
uneven growth ofdifferent parts ofthe body at various periods. The details about the
breathing apparatus in these letters show Beddoes able to enter into the technicalities
ofits construction and ofthe production ofthe gases. Though clearly it was Watt's
greater experience and mechanical genius that finally produced a practical and
convenient apparatus, the matterwas bynomeanscompletely handed over to him. In
the summer of 1794, Beddoes described his own experiences and put forward his own
suggestions. Early in the discussions, on 26 June, he expressed his preference for a
room in which the patient could be confined while a gas was breathed. He explained
thatDrDarwindislikedthemethodwherebythepatientbreathedthroughatubeinthe
mouth, the objection being that he would breathe through the nose at the same time.
The firstconsultation with Watt was over the bagswhich held aconvenient amount of
gas for the patient to breathe and, not surprisingly, so soon after Jessie Watt's death,
theconcern was forthecomfort ofthe patient. Beddoes, on 14June, sentadrawingof
thesebags. Wattmusthavecomebackquickly withthesuggestion ofusingcharcoal to
remove the unpleasant smell ofthe oiled silk for, on 26 June, Beddoes replied that he
liked the "dry way" ofusing it. The problem remained under discussion, and on 23
September, Beddoes was suggesting the possibility of a varnish ofcaoutchouc being
betterthancharcoal. In ConsiderationsPartII(September30 1794)charcoalisadvised.
This is described in detail in Watt's 1795 booklet:
To free oiled silk from its disagreeable smell, cutit into pieces ofthe sizewanted forthebagsand
provideasmooth tablesomewhatlargerthanthepiecesofsilk, andaflatboard ofthesamesizeas
the table. Take charcoal fresh burnt in an open fire until it is free from smoke, extinguish it by
shutting it up in a clean vessel, and reduce it to a powder. Sift this powder over the table to the
thickness ofa quarter ofan inch or more, spread a piece ofsilk upon it, and sift upon that again
another layer ofyour charcoal dust, and thus proceed alternating the layers ofsilk & charcoal,
until the whole ofyour silk is deposited; then lay your moveable board upon the top ofall, and
leave thewhole undisturbed forfour orfivedays. Ifupon removing thecharcoaldust, thesilkhas
not lost its smell entirely, repeat the process. Thecharcoal dust is to be swept offthe silk, and the
silk to be washed upon a table with a wet sponge until it is clean.
40 It is perhaps worth noting that "whirling around" was a method sometimes used with mentally ill
patients. It was tried at The Retreat, but William Tuke considered the treatment cruel and discontinued its
use. Mary R. Glover, TheRetreat, York. AnearlyQuakerexperiment in the treatmentofmentalillness,York,
Ebor Press, 1984.
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Inthesame letter Beddoes putforward a suggestion that the tube might becoated with
limeto saveitfromcorrosion byvitriolic acid. Hehad ideas about the mostconvenient
form ofthe vessel for heating nitre or manganese; about the width ofthe neck of the
"pot", wondering whether it should be wider; about the position ofthe pipe and about
the flexible tube. Possibly it was a suggestion from Beddoes that led to Watt's note in
PartVthat theapparatus might be simplified by "laying aside the hydraulic bellows &
refrigeratory, &conveying theairdirectlyfrom the fire tube, wherein it isgenerated, to
the air-holder [which would be made possible by] making the lower pipe of the
air-holderinclined atan angle of45°, &ofsuchlength that the loweredge ofits mouth
shallbealittlehigher than theupperedgeofthe inneropeningbywhichitcommunicates
with the air holder."
Beddoesworked onmethodsofmakingthegasesand firstmentioned oxygen inJuly
1794. InAugust,hetoldWattthathehadfoundArgand'slampwasnothotenoughfor
hispurpose. Atthesametime, in Birmingham, Wattalso had beentryingoutmeans of
producinggases. "Inflammable air"heproduced fromcharcoalandwater, andcarbon
dioxide by dropping water on red-hot chalk. The effects of breathing inflammable
air-water gas in this case-puzzled Watt, as this produced vertigo and loss of
consciousness. Eventually, in January 1796, he was successful in producing hydrogen
that could be breathed without these ill effects and identified their cause as sulphur
impurities. In September 1794, Beddoes wrote to Watt that he was consulting
Reynolds about Exeter manganese and by the end of the month both Beddoes and
Watt were supplied byhim. This was helpwhichWilliam Reynolds was well placed to
offer. Hewas both geologically and practically concerned in the discovery ofsupplies
ofmineralsandneededmanganeseasarawmaterial intheCoalbrookdaleironworks,
inparticularfortheexperiments toproducehigh-quality iron.41 Ahigh temperature is
needed to decompose manganese dioxide, the reason why the Argand lamp was not
satisfactory. Both Watt and Beddoes continued to work on the problem ofproducing
oxygen free from noxious impurities. Watt found that Beddoes' suggestion of a
lime-coated tube nearly succeeded, and Beddoes produced a satisfactory result by
using vitriolic acid on Exeter manganese. Beddoes, we see from Considerations, felt
that this was superior to the Mendip manganese that Watt had been using, but in
Watt's view, "the purity ofthe dephlogisticated air which you [i.e. Beddoes] obtain"
was at least in part due to Beddoes' "means of disengagement".
As well as oxygen, Beddoes and Watt were producing hydrogen. Watt dissolved
either iron orzincin sulphuric acid and called hisairs Martial and Zincic inflammable
air; Beddoes, in connexion with Capper's treatment, used zinc and, with his patient's
nausea in mind, wrote of transmitting the gas through alkali. This would have
produced the pure ("unmixed") hydrogen which proved less unpleasant. We can
follow how the possibilities opened up bythe newchemistry ofgases wereexplored in
these parallel experiments by Watt and Beddoes.
Thesetechnicaldiscussionsledtotheproductionoftheapparatusalreadydescribed,
whichwe see was on saleby the firm ofBoulton andWatt before theend of 1794. The
firm must have anticipated a demand, for James Wattjunior wrote from Soho in the
letter referred to earlier (28 December 1794):
41 See note 18 above.
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Wehavenowalargequantityofmachinesinhand,forwhichwereceivenoordersexceptingthose
abovementioned &two orthree for Birmm. I shall advertizeintheMonthly Reviewthatwehave
themforsaleandshallendeavourtogetonefixedupsomewhereinLondonforthepublictoseeit.
Can you point out any convenient place. I shall go to London the beginning or middle ofnext
month-Will youmeetmethere?? I thinkitisnow timeyou should becomingoutwith yournew
proposals, as I do not see that we are likely to do more in the way ofprocuring money until we
have authenticated cases of Cures.
The activities of Boulton and Watt prepared the way for the Pneumatic Institute;
Considerations PartII, whenitappearedwithitsclearandwell-illustrateddescription,
wastheculminationofWatt'swork,inwhichBeddoestookanotinconsiderableshare.
This was indeed the essential step making possible Beddoes' trial of pneumatic
medicine, and these letters give some glimpse of Beddoes' own involvement.
There are letters from other medical men tied up by Watt in this "pneumatic
correspondence"and,sincetheyroundoutourimpressionofhisactivityinthematter,
they may be briefly described here. Erasmus Darwin first wrote in 1794 principally
about Jessie Watt's illness, but from November 1794, he was directly concerned with
the progress ofBeddoes' plan. He recognized its importance as proving the means of
making possible the many experiments that would be needed for a convincing test of
pneumatic medicine. In April 1795, Darwin had a lady coming to Derby to breathe
oxygen and was recommending the apparatus to the infirmaries at Nottingham and
Shrewsbury. Another apparatus formaking "oxygene gas" was taken to Cullompton
in Devonshire by Darwin's patient, Thomas Babington. It seems that Babington was
alreadyusing a breathing apparatus at his homein Leicestershire, for Darwin warned
Watt that he did not need a tube,just the pot. The Birmingham surgeon-apothecary,
JamesBarr,whoattendedWatt'sfamily,successfullyusedanapparatusforhispatient
Gilbert Hamilton, in Glasgow, in September 1795,just too late for his report to be
offered to Beddoes for inclusion in Considerations. The most interesting references to
breathing apparatus came from Dr Thomas Henry (1734-1816) of Manchester.
Writing in December 1794 for an apparatus for himself, he told Watt how an
apothecary atthe ManchesterInfirmaryhadnearlyhad anexplosionwhentrying out
the apparatus. This led him to urge James Watt to put a caution in the new edition;
whether on Dr Henry's advice or not, such a warning was given: "The process for
obtaining inflammable air should not be conducted by candle light, otherwise the
approach ofthe candle to the stream ofair may occasion dangerous explosions. For
the samereason,when apatientisinhalingtheairbycandlelight, thecandleshould be
keptasdistantaspossible." DrHenry'syoungerson,William(1774-1835)wrotetothe
Manchester paper to promote pneumatic medicine and Dr Henry continued both to
experimentand (with somedifficulty, as times werehard) tocollectsubscriptions. His
olderson,Thomas, reportedfromPhiladelphiathatJosephPriestleywasrepeatingthe
experiments. When, seven months later, Dr Henry acknowledged the receipt of an
apparatus for this son, he had to explain that Tom was on a voyage to Bombay and
China as a ship's surgeon and promised that the apparatus would be sent to
Philadelphia to wait for him in the care ofa friend named Griffiths. This letterproves
that Beddoes' work was known in Pennsylvania at a very early stage and in a direct
way.
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Wattalso had letters from two menalreadyexploring thetheory andpossibilities of
pneumatic medicine. There are four from London, from Dr Thornton at his house in
Great Russell Street. Hisletters have an authoritative toneasheentersintothetheory
ofpneumatic medicine. In his view, "the airs did much notwithstanding the errors of
the Brunonian system" and after referring to the experiments of Dr Girtanner and
Beddoes, he promised Watt that he himself would construct a room such as Watt
described at Bennet Street, StJames's. There heproposed tomake a "cautious trial of
different atmospheres" and he thought much might be done "by conveying different
substancestothelungs". BothBeddoesandWattfeltthatThorntonwasdeterminedto
keep his position as the leading exponent of pneumatic medicine in London.
Thornton's cool, measured tone makes a striking contrast to Beddoes' own
enthusiasm. The other doctor with a reputation in pneumatic medicine whose letter
survives in this collection was Dr Ewart ofBath. Watt, knowing that he was about to
publish an account of his work, was anxious that the publication of Considerations
should not make difficulties for him. On 5 October 1794, Ewart assured Watt that he
was happy, saying in a very generous manner that he was already in touch with
Beddoes about the overlapping of their work. Ewart's tribute to the importance of
Watt'sinterest in "the application ofairs indiseases" makesveryclearthe styleofthe
medical world in the late eighteenth century and the conservatism among physicians
that made Watt's support valuable to Beddoes. Ewart concluded his letter to Watt,
You engage in the subject with fewer prejudices and are likely to see more clearly and to report
more faithfully the result of your experiments than most physicians are. Your character and
pursuits likewise shield you from the unfair imputations cast at professional men who aim at
improving their defective science; and yourexample will [encourage] many from their lethargy
who without it would have gone on in theirjogtrot routine, without either looking behind or
before them....I have long been ofopinion that any great revolution to perfect the medical art
was never to be expected from physicians.
Beddoes' appreciation ofthe qualities which Ewart so well described is clearly seen
in these letters. They change in tone from respectful formality to enthusiastic
confidencethathecouldbringallhishopesandproblems indetail toWatt'sattention.
Whileweunderstand Beddoes'enthusiasm, wecannotbutadmireWatt'spatienceand
the generosity and faith with which he continued his assistance.
PART II: A TECHNICAL NOTE ON JAMES WATT'S DESIGN OF THE
BREATHING APPARATUS
Thesecondedition(1795)ofConsiderationscontains, inPartIIbyJamesWatt,afull
description of the apparatus for making gases as he had designed it, with detailed
instructions forsettingitupandusingitto makethedifferentgases. Thisincludesaset
ofprofessionally-drawn illustrations ofthe large apparatus as made and sold by the
firm ofBoulton and Watt. The description and illustrations would show a purchaser
exactlywhat hewould receive or-asWatt himselfsays-theywould enable a man to
have one made locally. The drawings remind us that the firm must have had a
substantialdrawingoffice, accustomed toproducingillustrationsforsalesliterature or
patent applications as well as finished working drawings for production purposes.
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Four plates, each including several separate figures, show us a set of apparatus,
ergonomically sound for convenience in use and well production-engineered for
manufacture, comprising interchangeable and replaceable components to be put
together in avariety ofcombinations as appropriate for the gas to be made. Standard
cone-joints are used for pipes connecting the components and for other demountable
joints. Plate 1 is a sales drawing ofthe basic apparatus. Plate 2 shows in cross-section
detailsofvariouscomponentsshowninplate 1. Wattsaysthatplate3showsapparatus
improved in some respects from that of plates 1 and 2. Its figures provide working
drawings, with a scale of feet and inches.
The basic apparatus is shown in plate 1, fig. 1. The three plates and Watt's
descriptionmakeclearitsconstruction anduse. Thematerials toproduce thegas react
in an "Alembic or Pot" (Watt's names), a bulb ofsoft cast-iron 6 inches in diameter
standingwithin acircularbrick-lined solid-fuel furnace, 18 inches over-alldiameter. A
wrought-iron "Conducting Pipe" connects the retort (the "Alembic") to a
"Refrigeratory" where the gas is cooled by passing over the surface ofwater and, if
necessary, scrubbed of impurities. The cooler is plugged directly into the inlet of a
"Hydraulic Bellows" to receive and measure the air, a water-sealed rising gasometer
with the rising cylinder counterpoised by a weight-and-pulley system so that gas is
drawnintothegasometer. Thegas "isthenexpelledinto theair-holder orbagthrough
thedischargingpipeQbyliftingupthecounterpoise L, andallowingtheinnervesselto
descend ofits own weight." The quantity ofgas is measured by the movement ofthe
rising cylinder. Watt noted that the gasometer would hold 1695 cu. inches, or rather
less than a cubic foot of gas. (As a guide to quantities, we may remember that "at
normal temperatureandpressure" 1 cu. ft. ofoxygenweighs approximately 40 gm. or
1.4 oz.; ofnitrous oxide 56 gm. or 2 oz.) The figure shows the alembic fitted with two
othercomponents. One is awater-feed pipe; this ends in a needle-valve, adjusted by a
discatthetopofascrew-threadedlengthofthevalveneedle-rod. Thisscrewsthrougha
baracrossthetopofabowltoholdasupplyofwater;fromthisbowlthevalve-rodruns
down inside the water-feed pipe itselfto the valve-seating at the bottom. Turning the
disc, which has a milled edge, adjusts the flow of water or cuts it off. The pipe is
socketed into the secondcomponent, itselfsocketed into the"Capital" ofthealembic,
a pipe reaching almost to the bottom ofthe charge in the alembic.
An alternative reaction-vessel for generating gas, a cast-iron "Fire Tube" which
Watt found more suitable than the alembic in many cases, is shown in vertical
cross-section infig. 3 ofplate 1. Itis sethorizontally through themiddleofasolid-fuel
stove ofdifferent design. The figure shows additionally a horizontal cross-section of
the right-angled plug-tube to take the gas to the conducting pipe leading to the
gasometer(seealsoplate 3,figs. 2and3).Theplugclosingtheotherendofthefiretube
is shown with a socket holding the water-feed pipe component; the water becomes
steam before reaching the heated charge in the fire-tube.
Three components not included in the previous plates are shown on plate 3. Here
figs. 1 and 2(elevation andplanrespectively) show on the extremeleft, connected by a
pipe to the exit port of the gasometer, the "Air-Holder", a portable gasholder
made-likethegasometer-ofjapanned tin-plate. It isdesigned to deliver ameasured
volume ofgaswhenthatvolume ofwaterispoured(through afunnel)into apipe setin
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the top and openjust above the bottom ofthe gasholder. A port low in the side ofthe
gasholder allows water to run out when gas is drawn in through the gas entry- and
delivery-port. We can appreciate the space needed for the apparatus when we notice
that these figures show a set of components 9'h ft. long as they are connected.
Fig. 4, plate 3, shows anothervessel for generating gas: a retort, presumably ofglass
and with tubule and stopper, ofvolume about 1 litre, set on a sand-bath on a solid fuel
stove ofyet another design, this time with chimney. (Watt noted that the other stoves
were without this, because achimney made the fire harder to control). Figure 5 on this
plate, to a smaller scale and apencil sketch ofdifferent style, shows a tube drawinggas
from the heart of a fire in an open brazier; this tube is connected to a simple
cooling-tube passing through a trough of water.
The care taken over detail in the design ofthe apparatus is shown by, for example,
thecarryinghandles ontheside oftheportable gasholder (plate 3)and alsoofthestove
shown in figs. 1 and 2 of plate 1. The cover of this stove is shown as made in three
segments, each fitted with a lifting-ring, leaving a small sector open for the escape of
burnt gases. In figs. 1 and 2 ofplate 3, the design ofthe stove for heating the fire tube
appears to have been refined from the corresponding design shown in fig. 3 ofplate 1;
noteworthy is the ash-door (lower right in the figure) and the design of the slide
controllingthe air-intake tothefire, arranged sothat thehandlewouldbeeasytograsp
and not become too hot. Watt says that the size of the gasholder was determined
because, iflarger, itwouldhavebeen tooheavytocarrywhenfullofwater. Allpartsof
the apparatus can be dismounted for easy cleaning; for example, we see from plate 1
that the gasometer is designed so that the superstructure carrying the pulleys, rising
cylinder andcounterpoise simply lifts out oftwo tapered sockets on the fixedcylinder.
Again, Wattmentions thattheair-holderwasmadeintwohalves, forconvenienceof
japanningtheinside, "whicharejoined togetherinthemiddleofthevessel, byacement
composed ofbee's-wax and one fourth ofits weight ofrosin, applied hot." Warmed
beforea fire, thevessel maybetaken apart,cleanedandreassembled. Moreimportant,
the apparatus was manufactured in two sizes. As well as the "large apparatus" shown
in the plates, with a gasometer holding 1695 cubic inches ofgas, "or rather less than a
cubic foot", the smaller size had agasometerholding 570cu. ins., aboutone-third ofa
cubic foot. Other components were made appropriately smaller. Watt is careful to
point out that larger- and smaller-size components could be interconnected and used
together.
Thecompleteness ofthedescription oftheapparatusandoftheproceduresforusing
it, together with the extensive attention to detail, confirm not only that Watt was
deeplyinterestedinthewholematter, butalsosuggeststronglythathespentmuchtime
over preparing and experimenting with the use of gases and thoroughly enjoyed
carrying out himself at least the central processes, not leaving them to laboratory
assistants under his supervision. So he gives much incidental information of real
interest. Lutes were used to make airtight thejoints in the apparatus. "Fire-lute" is
specified asmade of"Cornish porcelaineclay, orslacked and finely sifted lime, mixed
tothethicknessofpaint,withasolution oftwoouncesofboraxinapintofhotwater."
Bycontrast, "Coldlute" is"apasteofdoughmadeofaboutequalpartsofwheatflour
andporcelaineclay, orcommonwhiting", although "Aslipofoiledsilkdoesverywell
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without any lute." "Fat lute" "is made offinely sifted slaked lime and drying linseed
oil, wroughtinto aprettystiffpaste, and appliedtothehotjointswithasmalltrowel."
Wattconsidersfuelforthestoves: "Theproperfuelisgoodcoaksorcindersofpitcoal,
whichoughtnottobeoftheheavysort, nortoosmall, asineithercaseyouwouldhave
a dull fire." Charcoal "would answer very well", but the quantity required would be
too expensive. He comments on the use ofcorks forclosing the various gas and water
inlet- and outlet-ports. Corks are better than stop-cocks, both because they are more
airtight and because the latter are made of "a material, the rust of which is very
poisonous, being a composition of copper, lead, tin, arsenic, and antimony, or
whatever other metals the ores may happen to contain." In Watt's paper there are
manyreminders ofthe problemsarisingbecause hehadto usematerialswhichwerefar
frompure;problems becausetheimpurities-sulphurinparticular-oftenappearedto
produce noxious contaminations ofthe gases desired, and problems because he could
have only very limited knowledge of the nature and quantity of impurity in any
material. There was practical difficulty, too, because of the corrosive nature of the
gases or the acid spray carried over by them, e.g. in hydrogen prepared from a metal
dissolved in sulphuric acid. Regarding thegas-holders, Wattcomments thatjapanned
tin-plate is particularly resistant, "even to aqua fortis". Bags oflinen or, usually and
better, oiled silk were used to hold gases for patients to breathe or even for storage;
Watt comments that "green oiled silk should be avoided, as it is stained by means of
verdigris, which rotsit; theyellowish silkisthebest." Themainproblemwithbags was
to make the seams airtight; various varnishes to do this are mentioned, none really
satisfactory. The lastplate inthepaper,plate 5(notreproducedhere), is apencilsketch
of a breathing bag attached to a rigid, cubical box whose open top carries a fabric
sleeve to serve as a mouthpiece for the person breathing the gas from the bag.
Non-returnflap-valves inthe bottom and asideoftheboxallowgasfromthebag tobe
breathed in, and the exhaled breath to escape outside.
Reading the paper, one senses that the part ofthe design ofthe apparatus in which
Watttookmostpridewasthe "Refrigeratory" shown inplate 1 anddetailedinplate2.
Its purposeis tocool hotgas fromthe stove, to allowthegas todepositfumes orspray
carried overandalsoexcesswater-vapour, andwhenappropriate to "scrub"thegasof
unwantedconstituents, e.g. using a suspension oflime to remove carbon dioxide. The
ingenuity lies in the 5-turn spiral gas-channel, shown in verticalcross-sectionand also
viewedfrombelow, infig. 3 ofplate2. Thischannelisclosedabovebybeingfastenedto
theinsideofashallowinverteddish; gascannotescapedownwardsbecausethewallsof
thisdishandofthespiraldipunderthesurfaceofwater orotherliquidcontainedinthe
vessel shown in fig. 2 ofplate 2. Gas enters the outside ofthespiralby thepipe shown
ontheleftoftheupperhalfoffig. 3,circulatesround thespiral and emergesthrough a
risingtubefromthecentreofthespiralleading totheexittubeshown totherightofthe
upperpartoffig. 3. Flowingthrough thespiral, thegaspasses overtheopen surfaceof
the water or other liquid into which the walls ofthe spiral dip, so that the liquid can
takeupimpurities. Wattdescribeshow astirrercanbeprovided toagitatetheliquid so
as continually to expose fresh surface to the gas; this stirrer consists of a rotating
paddle immediately below the spiral, the paddle being fastened to and turned by a
vertical rodpassingdown thevertical tubeshowninthecentre oftheupperpartoffig.
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3. Unfortunately, the draughtsman who finally prepared this figure appears not to
haveappreciated thesubtlety ofWatt'sideaandtohaverunintoonethistube-which
is not open to the gas-channel through the spiral-and the rising gas-outlet tube; the
two tubes are, however, shown separate, side by side, in the lower part ofthis figure.
(The same error was made in drawing plate 1, fig. 1.) Fig. 2 shows the vessel which
holdsthecooling andabsorbingwater orotherliquid. Ontheleftthereisafunnel and
tube to lead added, cold liquid to the bottom ofthe vessel so that spent and warmed
liquid flows outthrough theporthigh on therightside. A secondport, belowthis one
atthelevelofthebottom, allowsthevesseltobeemptiedcompletely.Thedesignofthis
refrigeratory once more shows Watt's attention to practical detail, guided by
theoretical appreciation ofwhat is appropriate. His fascination with ways ofsolving
some problem appears in plate 4 (not reproduced here), which contains four
illustrationsinthestyleofanengineer'sroughsketchofanidea,notdetailedforactual
making. One ofthese shows a box through which gas is passed; it is half-filled with
liquid, and this liquid is to be splashed about inside the box by turning an external
handle which rotates a vertical wheel, with many small paddles around its edge,
half-immersed in the liquid-thusproviding a "scrubbing" ofthe gas more thorough
than that produced by the spiral refrigeratory described above. With such ingenuity
availabletohim, itisunderstandable thatWatt'saccountseemsalmostregretfulwhen
he recognizes that for somepurposes asimplestraightcoolingtube-asinplate 3, fig.
5-is perfectly adequate to meet the need.
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